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Swiss Eco-Climatic GIS data
Name:
Unit:

Swiss
Meteorological
Network
Unit:

Swiss
Meteorological
Network

X: elevation
a: regional intersept
b: linear lapse rate
g: quadratic lapse rate

Thumbnail: clou7

0.57

slp25

Unit:

[deg]

Descripton:

slope

Thumbnail:

I

0.96 II

Descripton: Monthly mean cloudiness (1961 – 1990)

Clou = a + bX + gX 2

[m]

Thumbnail:

[%]*10

Formula:

Name:

Descripton: Digital elevation model

clou[1-12]

Name:

dem25 (=mnt25)

Cell size:

25m

Remarks:

The digital elevation model (DEM) with a 50-m resolution originated from satellite data
(TYDAC Inc., Bern). It was tested in several areas against a 25-m DEM based on maps
at scale 1 : 25 000 (available only for parts of the study area). The 50-m DEM is
generally in good agreement with the 25-m DEM, with a mean absolute error of less
than 10 m. However, in the vicinity of flat glaciated terrain the remotely sensed
elevation model differed up to 200 m.

location:

\\mercator\Geodata\21_ch2\212_elevation\st_mnt25_raster

Source:

Swisstopo

-0.99

0.05

Swiss
Meteorological
Network

0.50 II

II

I

Data type:

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Remarks:

Slope identifies the steepest downhill slope for a location. It is the maximum rate of
change in elevation over each cell and its eight neighbors.The slope function is run
from DEM25.

location:

\\Mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_topo

Source:

ArcInfo calculation

Name:

0.15 I

asp25 / aspval

Unit:

[deg] / [percent]

Descripton:

topographic aspect

Thumbnail:

Data type:

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Name:

Remarks:

A second-order polynomial regression model was used to calculate the lapse rates for the
whole study area for cloudiness. Meteorological data were derived from the national
network with 95 recording stations at different altitudes (18 near, 8 above timberline). Long
term monthly means for average cloudiness (%) were used for the period 1961-1990. A
second-order polynomial regression model (see formula) was used to calculate the lapse
rates for the whole study area. In order to enable the spatial interpolation of average
cloudiness, all station values were standardized to sea level using the regression lapse
rates to separate regional trends from elevation. Local thin-plat SPLINE-functions (Mitas &
Mitasova 1988) were used to interpolate the long-term monthly values at sea-level to the
whole study area. The regression parameters were then used to reproject the values to
actual elevation using the DEM. Similar techniques were applied by Thornton et al. (1997).

Unit:

location:

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_clou

Source:

Felix Kienast & Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

tave[1-12]

Formula:

Tave = a + b X

X : elevation
a : intercepts
b: lapse rate

-0.01

II

II

Unit:

Descripton: monthly mean precipitation sum (1961-1990)
Formula:

-0.22 II

[KJ / day]

Unit:

sdir[1-12]
[KJ / day]

Descripton: Daily average of potential diffuse shortwave radiation per month

Descripton: Daily average of potential direct shortwave radiation per month

Formula:

Formula:

AML: http://www.wsl.ch/staff/niklaus.zimmermann/programs/aml1_4.html

Data type:

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Remarks:

Meteorological data were derived from the national network with recording stations at
different altitudes. Long-term monthly means average temperature (°C) for the period
1961-1990 was used. 158 stations were available (22 near, 9 above timberline). A
linear regression model was used to calculate the lapse rates for the whole study are.
In order to enable the spatial interpolation of average temperature, all station values
were standardized to sea level using the regression lapse rates to separate regional
trends from elevation. We then used local thin-plate SPLINE-functions (Franke 1982;
Mitas & Mitasova 1988) to interpolate the long-term monthly values at sea-level to the
whole study area. The regression parameters were then used to reproject the values to
actual elevation using the DEM. Similar techniques were applied by Hutchinson &
Bischof (1983), Mitchell (1991), Daly et al. (1994), Lennon & Turner (1995) and
Thornton et al. (1997). Monthly values of the lapse rate differed from 0.38 °C/100
m (December) to 0.61 °C/100 m (April).

Name:
Unit:

[unitless]

Descripton: continentality indices of Gams
Formula:

(T - T )ˆ
Ê
Á 100 0 y ˜
a
˜
gams = arctanÁ
Á
˜
P
Á
˜
Ë
¯

Data type:

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Remarks:

Maps were generated by using data from meteorological recordings and the digital
terrain model (MNT25) to spatially interpolate the climate data (Zimmermann 1996).
Meteorological data were derived from the national network with recording stations at
different altitudes. We used long-term monthly means for average precipitation for the
period 1961-1990. 365 stations were available (31 of which situated near, 11 above
timberline), A regionalized linear regression model was employed to calculate the
relationships between precipitation and elevation. Five different climatic zones were
distinguished (e.g. northern extra-alpine, western intra-alpine, eastern intra-alpine,
southern extra-alpine and a transition-zone between extra- and intra-alpine). Regional
intercepts (b0) and lapse rates (b1) were spatially interpolated between adjacent
climatic zones using a buffer of 12 km.

P = precipitation
T0 = average annual temperature at sea level
Ty = actual mean annual temperature
a = mean annual lapse rate of temperature

Thumbnail: gams_t

location:

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_tave

Source:

Felix Kienast & Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

location:

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_prec

Reference:

Franke F. (1982) Smooth interpolation of scattered data by local thin plate splines.
Computers & mathematics with applications 8(4): 273-281

Source:

Felix Kienast & Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

Reference:

Zimmermann, N.E. (1996). Ein klimasensitives, räumliches Vegetationsmodell für die
alpine Stufe der Schweiz. PhD Thesis, University of Berne, Switzerland.

AML: http://www.wsl.ch/staff/niklaus.zimmermann/programs/aml1_1.html

Thumbnail: sdir7

0.98

Data type:

ESRI grid, cell size = 25 m

Data type:

ESRI grid, cell size = 25 m

Remarks:

It is a complementary calculation to the direct radiation modeling. The portion of diffuse
solar radiation relative to the global radiation varies between summer and winter and is
a function of solar altitude and terrain reflectance, among other.This routine enables the
user to calculate diffuse solar radiation for a terrain of choice (Kumar et al., 1997). This
is a complementary calculation to the direct radiation modeling. The portion of diffuse
solar radiation relative to the global radiation varies between summer and winter, and is
a function of solar altitude and terrain reflectance, among other.

Remarks:

This is a routine to calculate direct clears-sky short-wave radiation, originating from
Lalit Kumar (Kumar et al., 1997), The routine takes into account overshadowing by
high peaks, meaning that the routine detects pixels that are in the shadow of adjacent
higher terrain for a given sun position. The routine is based on the assumption that the
transmittance of a clear sky is 0.8 (measured vertically through the atmosphere), and it
calculates the attenuation of the beam radiation due to lower sun-altitude angles
(reduction of transmittivity due to a longer path through the atmosphere). The equation
used to calculate attenuation of beam radiation is derived from Kreith & Kreider (1978).

Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

Références: Kumar, L., Skidmore, A.K. & Knowles, E. 1997. Modelling topographic variation in solar
radiation in a GIS environment. Int. J. Geogr. Inform. Sci. 11: 475-497.

location:

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_sdir

Source:

Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

Name:
Unit:

0.99 II

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Remarks:

Continentality index of Gams expresses general seasonality of climate derived from
annual precipitation and mean annual temperature (Gams 1932, 1935). Gams originally
used altitude instead of temperature (100 x (To-Ty)/a is an equivalent of altitude in m).
a = 0.52 °C/100 m. The Gams-index gives a general estimate of large-scale weather
patterns. It is not sensitive to variation in topography, only to regional differences in
precipitation and temperature at given elevation

-0.63 II

II

Name:

ddeg300 (=GDD)

Unit:

location:

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_cdnx

Source:

Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

0.61
Name:
Unit:

[day*deg]

Formula:
n

Formula:

[

]

DDEG = Â max 0, (T j - T0 )
j =1

Thumbnail:

SFrost =

ESRI ArcInfo calculation

È max(0, (- 2 - Ti ))
˘
Ti -1 > 3.0˙
Â
Í
i = DPB Î max (0, (- 2 - Ti ))
˚

Data type:
.
location:

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Source:

Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Remarks:

Global radiation is generally said to be a direct site factor, having a direct influence on
plant physiology. Therefore, it is an important factor to explain plant distribution and
abundance. The potential global radiation does not include regional reduction of the
atmosphere due to variable atmospheric transmittance (moisture, cloudiness, etc.). It
only includes changes in the atmospheric mass due to variable length of the solar path
through atmosphere. Thus it is not capturing the « true » energy balance, rather it is
capturing the relative differences between pixels.

0.94 II

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_srad

Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

References: Kumar, L., Skidmore, A.K. & Knowles, E. 1997. Modelling topographic variation in solar
radiation in a GIS environment. Int. J. Geogr. Inform. Sci. 11: 475-497.

Name:
Unit:

etpt [1-12]

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Ddeg300 was calculated on the basis of interpolated daily mean temperatures. T0 is
the minimum temperature for plant growth. For trees of cold environments it is set to
5.56 °C (Prentice et al. 1992), for alpine grasslands it is assumed to be lower
(Larcher 1994). Here we used a basis of 0 °C, which is used in high altitude/latitude
modelling (Lenihan 1993). The isoline of Ddeg = 0 proved to be correlated well with the
upper distribution limit of both individual species and plant communities. However, on
especially favoured sites individual plants may occur at much higher altitudes (Grabherr
et al. 1994). Note: A range of values of the threshold T0 is applied in different studies.
For global perspectives, this threshold is often set to 5.56°C (Prentice et al. 1992),
while other applications, specifically for high elevation and Boreal / Arctic studies,
employ a threshold value of 0.0°C (Thornton et al., 1997). As long as we do not
imply a physiological mechanism with this value (e.g. chilling risk), we are not
constrained to a specific threshold. Rather, we use differences in degreedays as
variations in basic heat sum (or energy) requirements of plants to grow.

Remarks:

Summer-frost frequency expresses the sum of frost events after dehardening during
the frost-sensitive time of the year (core 90% of the vegetation period, the days with a
mean daily temperature above 3°C). The definition of this period follows the fact that
frost hardening still protects tree tissues in early spring and in the autumn. Frost was
defined as a sudden drop of the daily minimum temperature below -2.0°C being
preceded by a period of at least one day with an average daily temperature above 3°C.
Frost events during the frost-sensitive period were then added subsequently. Frost was
calculated on a daily basis by using minimum temperature and maximum temperature
measurements. Thus the critical properties of frost (the early-morning temperature)
could be captured and implemented (Bolliger et al. 2000)

where

È100 - C
˘
RS = Í
* Rd ˙
Î 100
˚

T: monthly mean temerature [°C]
RS: mean global radiation [cal/cm2]
C: monthly cloudiness [%]
Rd:potential direct solar radiation [cal/cm2]

Name:
Unit:

Thumbnail:

location:

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_ddeg

Source:

Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_sfro

Source:

Janine Bolliger, Felix Kienast & Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

Reference:

Bolliger, J., Kienast, F., Zimmermann, N.E. (2000). Risk of global warning on montane
and subalpine forests in Switzerland – a modelling study . Regional Environmental
Change 1 (3-4): 99-111

mind[1-12]
[(1/10 mm) / mth]

0.91 II

Unit:

swb
[1/10mm / yr]

Formula:

r min

Formula:

MInd = prec - etpt

r = radius of the moving window

[

Topo = Âr max X - X r X - X r > X - X r -i

]

X = elevation
X r = mean elevation in the moving window

Thumbnail:

II

Data type:

ESRI grid: cell size 25m

Remarks:

Circular moving-windows with increasing radii are applied to a DEM, and the difference
between the average elevation of the window and the center cell of the window is
calculated. The resulting maps are interpreted as relative topographic exposure at
a given spatial scale (the search radius). The exposure can be interpreted as a ridge or
peak if the center cell in the mowing window has a higher elevation than the average
elevation of the cells in the window. If lower, then the center pixel is interpreted as "toe
slope" or "valley bottom". A hierarchical integration into a single map is achieved by
starting with the standardized exposure values of the largest window, then adding
standardized values from smaller windows where the (absolute) values of the smaller
(search-) scale grids exceed the values of the larger scale map. Finally, the integrated
map is smoothed using a 3x3 cell mowing window. TOPO express the exposure of a
location compared to the surrounding terrain at various spatial scales. Positive values
express relative ridges, tops, exposed sites (summarizing micro- to meso-climatic and
edaphic features, such as high winds and droughts, shallow soils, low nutrient status).
Negative values, stand for sinks, gullies, valleys or toe slopes (good wind shelter,
water and nutrient status, deep soils)

location:

\\Mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_topo

Source:

Niklaus Zimmermann WSL
(http://www.wsl.ch/staff/niklaus.zimmermann/programs/aml4_1.html)

Reference:

Zimmermann N.E., Roberts D.W (2001). Final report of the MLP climate and
biophysical mapping progect. Scientifitc project report. WSL, Birmensdorf,
Switzerlang, 18 pp.

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_pday

Unit:

gt-ch

Unit:

[rock and soil categories]

Descripton:

Simplified geotechnical map as well as soil suitability map of Switzerland

-0.14

Data type:

Polygon ESRI shapefile

Remarks:

Data represent 144 suitability categories of the soil suitability map 1:200,000 dating
from 1980 respectively summarizing the content of the 1963-67 geotechnical survey
map 1:200,000 in 30 classes instead of 60: loose scree (5 classes), rocky underground
(23 classes), landslide and subsidence zones. Mapping is based on field surveys dating
back to 1967 or earlier in some cases. Generalization to a scale of 1:200,000 involved
simplifications affecting small occurrences and delineation accuracy. Although both
linear and non-linear distortions were corrected during digitalisation, deviations up to
200 m still occur.

location:

\\Mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\205_stat\geostat\Format SHAPE

Source:

Swiss Federal Statistical Office, GEOSTAT

Reference:

\\Mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\205_stat\geostat\DOCUMENT2

TWI25 (s / ss)
unitless

Description: topographic wetness index.
Formula:

TWI = ln(A/SLP)

Thumbnail:

AML: http://www.wsl.ch/staff/niklaus.zimmermann/programs/aml6_1.html

Thumbnail:

Name:

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Remarks:

Sometimes also called TOPMODEL (Beven & Kirby 1984). TWI AML calculates
ln(A/SLP), where A is the « upslope contributing area » looking upwards from a given
pixel, and SLP is the slope of the pixel. Thus it is a measure of « wetness » given the
area that drains into that pixel, weighted by its slope (the steeper, the more of the
incoming water just passes through and does not remain). TWIs is 3x3 pixel smoothed
version of TWI (focalmean with a circular radius of 2 pixels9, while TWIss is the same
with a larger radius of 4 pixels. Twi model requires a high quality DEM without sinks

location:

\\Mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\205_stat\geostat\Format SHAPE

Source:

Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

Reference:

Beven KJ., Kirkby MJ., schofield N., et al. (1984). Testing a physically-based floof
forecasting-model (TOPMODEL) for 3 UK catchments. J. Hydrol 69 (1-4): 119-143

GEK200

Unit:

[144 categories of soil suitability ]

Descripton:

Digitalized soil suitability map of Switzerland

Name:

Thumbnail:

prec: average daily precipitation
etpt: average daily potential evapotranspiration

Data type

Geostat - The service for Spatial Data in the Swiss Federal Administration. Swiss
Federal Statistical Office. Neuchâtel.

II

Descripton: annual average site water balance accounting for soil properties.

Descripton: Monthly moisture index

-0.82 II

topographic position

Thumbnail:

.
location:

Name:

Descripton: Daily average of evapotranspiration per month calculated with the formula of Turc
(1961)
Formula:

Descripton:

Name:

Data type:

[(1/10 mm) / day]

È
˘
T
etpt = Í0.4 *
* (R S + 50 )˙
(T + 15)
Î
˚

unitless

Thumbnail:

References: Prentice C.I., Cramer W., Harrison S.P., Leemans R., Monerud R.A., Solomon A.M.
(1992). A Global Biome Model based on plant physiology and dominance, soil
properties and climate. Journal of biogeography 19(2) : 117-134
Tuhkanen, S. (1980). Climatic parameters and indices in plant geography. Acta
phytogeog. Suecica 67: 1-105.

0.49 II

topo

Unit:

Formula:

DPE

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Remarks:
Data type:

-0.36 I

[day]*100

DPB = beginning of the dehardened period (monthly mean daily temperature >3°C)
DPE = end of the dehardened period
Ti = daily temperature
Ti-1 = daily temperature of the previous day

Tj = daily mean temperature
T0 = threshold value

(Tuhkanen 1980)

Data type:

(average hierarchical clustering)

Source:

[day]

Name:

correlation tree

\\Mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_topo

Name:

sfroy

Thumbnail: srad7

Source:

location:

Descripton: number of precipitation days per growing season (mean based for years 1961-1990).

sdir + sdif

location:

Asp25 is the direction that a slope faces. It is calculated from DEM25 and identifies the
steepest downslope direction at a location. It can be thought of as slope direction
or the compass direction a hill faces. Asp25 is measured counterclockwise in degrees
from 0 (due north) to 360 (again due north, coming full circle). Flat slopes have no
direction and are given a value of -1. Aspval is a sin transformation of Asp25 to have a
circular variable. The resulting variable range from 0 (North) to 100 (South). No
distinction is available between East and West values. caution: in Aspval, flat slopes
with no direction are give a value of 7 (?!).

pday (=Pdsum)

Descripton: Daily average of global potential shortwave radiation per month

-0.88 II

Remarks:

Descripton: annual average (1961-1990) number of frost days during the growing season

Descripton: annual degreedays with 3° threshold limits

[KJ / day]

Formula:

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Thumbnail:

srad[1-12]

Unit:

Data type:

references: Gams H. (1932). Die klimatische Begrenzung von Pflanzenarealen und die Verteilung
der hygrischen Kontinentalität. Z. Ges. Erdk. 1931/1932: 56-68, 178-198.

Références: Kumar, L., Skidmore, A.K. & Knowles, E. 1997. Modelling topographic variation in solar
radiation in a GIS environment. Int. J. Geogr. Inform. Sci. 11: 475-497.

-0.37 II
Name:

P : monthly mean precipitation value
X : elevation
b0 : regional intercepts
b1: regional lapse rate

gams_t

Thumbnail: sdif 7

Source:

P = b0 + b1 X

Data type:

Thumbnail: prec7

Name:

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_sdif

[mm]

(http://www.wsl.ch/staff/niklaus.zimmermann/biophys.html#R7)

sdif[1-12]

location:

prec[1-12]

Thumbnail: tave7

0.49 II

Unit:

-0.85

Descripton: monthly average temperature

Références: Mitas, L. & Mitasova, H. (1988) General variation approach to the interpolation problem.
Comput Math Appl 16:983-992
Thornton, P. E., S. W. Running & White, M.A. (1997). Generating surfaces of daily
meteorological variables over large regions of complex terrain. Journal of Hydrology
190(3-4): 214-251.

Name:

Name:

[°C*100]

Unit:

vector25
[ landuse categories]

Descripton: digital landscape model in the scale 1:25’000 containing 9 thematic layers

Thumbnail: mind7

pearson correlation
II mean pearson correlation

swb

pday

precyy

mindyy
slp25

sdifyy

mnt25

clouyy

Gams_t

sfroyy

topo

twi25ss

twi25s

twi25
taveyy

ddeg300

etptyy

sradyy

sdiryy

asp25

Thumbnail: primary surface (v25-pri)
Data type:

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Remarks:

The Turc formula proved to yield a raliable estimate in temperate, relatively humid
regions (Müller 1989).

location:

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_etpt

Source:

Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

Data type:

Références: Müller, G. 1989. Untersuchungen zur Bestimmung der Verdunstung im voralpinen
Raum. Zür. Geogr. Schr. 36:1-224.
Turc, L., 1963. Evaluation des besoins en eau d'irrigation, évapotranspiration potentielle,
formulation simplifié et mise à jour. Ann. Agron., 12: 13-49.

Remarks:

Photo: C. Randin

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m

Remarks:

Site water balance (SWB) is an estimate of the water available to plants during a water
year. It integrates both climatic and soil parameters (Roberts et al. 1993). The method
differs from the original concept (Grier and Running 1977) in not assuming that soils
begin the water year with full recharge. Beginning with the first month in fall when
precipitation P exceeds potential evapotranspiration PET (after a possible drought
period), the difference between P and PET is summed over 12 months. The running
sum is never allowed to exceed the bucket size, and water in excess of the bucket size
is presumed to run off. Once PET begins to exceed P the difference is subtracted from
water in the bucket, often achieving significant negative values over the course of a
year. The soil suitability map of Switzerland (Anon. 1990) was used. This map indicates
the maximum and minimum observed values for a range of soil properties per soil type.
The map has a spatial accuracy of +/- 150m. A spatial layer was generated for the
water holding capacity by spanning the listed range within each soil type to the range in
topographic position (see below) in order to assess the bucket size per pixel.

ESRI grid, cell size = 25m
The moisture index is an often used method to express the atmospheric humidity
balance over a landscape. It can be interpreted as the potential water balance over this
landscape, independent of soil and vegetation attributes. This index is not based on a
ratio, but rather on the difference in etpt and prec. The interpretation of the index is
similar to the mbal ratios. If the index is positive, then precipitation exceeds the potential
evapotranspiration (for this month). Values below zero indicate drought, where
potentially more water evaporates than is provided by rainfall.

location:

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_ddeg

location:

\\mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\206_climat\wsl_bioclim\wsl_ddeg

Source:

Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

Source:

Niklaus Zimmermann (WSL)

References: Grier, C.C. & Running, S.W. 1977. Leaf area of mature north-western coniferous
forests: relations to site water balance. Ecology 58: 893-899.
Roberts, D.W., Fisher, R.F., Long, J.M. and Jack, S.N., 1993. The Leaf Area Allocation
Model. Final Report for EPA Cooperative Agreement #817539.

I

0.49 II

Data type:

Data type:

Polygon ESRI shapefile

Remarks:

The 1:200’000 soil suitability map of Switzerland form 1980 has been digitalized
to obtain a numeric soil suitability map that consists of 144 different types of
farming aptitude.

location:

\\Mercator\Geodata\20_ch1\205_stat\geostat\Format SHAPE

Source:
Références:

Data type:

Polygon ESRI shapefile

Remarks:

The 9 thematic layers concerne: Road network, Railway network, Other traffic,
Hydrographic network, Primary surfaces, Buildings, Hedges and trees,Functional
surfaces, Single objects. Content and geometry are based on the National Map
1:25 000. For details: http://www.swisstopo.ch/fr/digital/VECTOR25/INDEX.htm

location:
Source:

\\Mercator\Geodata\21_ch2\211_basemap\st_vector25
swisstopo

Swiss Federal Statistical Office,GEOSTAT
http://www.statistik.admin.ch/service-stat/geostat/indexf.htm
EJPD - Bundesamt für Raumplanung, EVD - Bundesamt für Landwirtschaft, EDIBundesamt für Forstwesen. 1980. Bodeneignungskarte der Schweiz. Grundlagen
für die Raumplanung. Bern: Eidg. Drucksachen- und Materialzentrale.
Patrick GAMMA. 1992. Beitrag zu einer Hydrologischen Gliederung der Schweiz.
GIS-basierte Gewinnung von Einzugsgebietsparametern und deren multivariate
Klassifikation mit TWINSPAN. Bern: Universität Bern, Geographisches Institut

http://www.unil.ch/ecospat/download/preds.pdf

